Abstract. Acquisition of velocity parameter in visual navigation is an important part in autonomous navigation, and its accuracy can directly impact whether this navigation is good or bad. This paper focuses on the study of the velocity parameters accuracy in the pyramid LK optical flow method of visual navigation, introduces the acquisition method of velocity parameters in visual navigation based on pyramid LK optical flow, on the basis of this, corrects the lens distortion, and uses the Kalman filter optimal estimation. The experimental results proves that this method can get a good result and improve the accuracy significantly of velocity parameters.
Introduction of the relevant principles
Optical flow method is the most commonly used method of visual navigation, the principle is to give each pixel a given velocity vector in a digital image, and forming a motion field, compared with the traditional interframe differentiation algorithm and background differentiation algorithm it is more complex. Classical optical flow algorithm included Horn-Schunck optical flow method and the Lucas-Kanade optical flow method. The pyramid LK optical flow method which we used is a improved algorithm of classic LK optical flow method. This paper's visual navigation process includes: capture real time video by CCD camera , obtain optical flow between two adjacent frames of a video, transport the velocity of optical flow into the actual velocity, error analysis.
Pyramid LK optical flow algorithm. LK optical flow algorithm is a kind of sparse optical flow algorithm, the basic principle is to detect and track feature points. According to the upward-looking camera, we can acquire the image sequences of the terrain. In each set of adjacent images, we select some good features from the first image and record their locations according to the feature detection method [4] . Then, the selected features are tracked to the second image according to the pyramidal implementation of Lucas-Kanade optical flow method [5, 6] . Assuming that the image sequence is I (u, v, n), where (u, v) indicates the position of pixels in the image, n is the order number of a sequence of image frames, to meet the constraint condition of a constant gray level, assuming that the two adjacent grayscale image satisfies the constant constraint:
( , , ) ( , , 1) I u v n I u du v dv n = + + + (1) This indicates that the n+1 th frame image can be obtained by moving a appropriate vector d = (du, dv)
T of each pixel in the nth frame image, the vector d is called optical flow, which contains the corresponding pixels motion information of interframe.
LK method assumes that all the pixels in a small window within the partial image have the same optical flow, and the value d is estimated obtained by minimized the residuals. Order ( ) ( , , )
In this formula, w indicates rectangular window, take Taylor series expansion of I (x+d) and then linear approximation to obtain:
When using the LK optical flow algorithm, in order to take account of the feature point tracking both accuracy and robustness, selecting the integration window size is important. In order to solve this problem, we use the pyramid LK optical flow algorithm, which provides a good solution for local tracking of accuracy and robustness. The basic idea of pyramid LK optical flow algorithm is down sampling every digital image interlaced to establish a series of pyramid image level, then beyond this using LK optical flow algorithm. This method can detect the large motion vector in the condition of smaller integration window, this solve both accuracy and robustness issues effectively.
Lens distortion. Lens distortion is the inherent distortion to all optical lens. In practice, it is impossible to completely eliminate, the distortion of the lens can be reduced to a very low level by high levels of production process, but in the edge portions different degrees of deformation will occurs, which the integrated model can be expressed as radial distortion and tangential distortion, it may occur errors or even bring false in the image analysis and processing, so we have to correct the two distortion. (1) radial distortion: the vector endpoint changes along the length direction. (2) tangential distortion: the vector endpoint changes along the tangential direction. Assuming CCD camera coordinate system (x, y, z) and any point in the ideal image coordinates (X u , Y u ), the focal length is f, then the ideal projective transformation formula:
indicates the actual image coordinates of the image coordinate system, radial lens distortion and tangential distortion are introduced, its expression: Kalman Filter. During the procedure of obtaining velocity parameters in navigation, the error between measurement value and real value is always exists, that is the measured value has noise at any time. Kalman filtering utilization dynamic information of targets, trying to remove the effects of noise, get a good estimate of the target location. This estimate may be estimated on the current target position (filter), it can be estimated for the future location (predicted), it can also estimate the position of the past (interpolation or smoothing). In this paper, the Kalman filter is used to estimate the parameters of the current velocity, that is the velocity measurements filtered and updates of current moment [7, 8] . Includes the following steps:
(1) Predicted the current state:
12) By the optimal estimate of previous time X(k-1|k-1) and the current control state U(k) predicted the current time state X(k|k-1), the test take U(k)=0，that means the current control is 0.
(2) Calculation of covariance matrix:
T is the transpose of the matrix A, Q is the white noise of the system (3) Reference measurement value estimation:
is the Kalman gain at time k, Z (k) is the measured value at time k, H is the parameter of measurement system.
(4) Update the data ( )
Constantly updated kg (k) and P (k | k), and achieve recursive calculations.
Results analysis
In this study, the real time avi video is shot by a CCD camera, using MFC dialog to import it and then single-frame image preprocessing.In a constant velocity forward moving navigation vehicle, conducted four experiments:
(1) Pyramid LK optical flow algorithm to obtain the velocity parameter error (2) Pyramid LK optical flow algorithm + distortion correction obtained velocity parameters error ( (2), (3) and (4) .
In this experiment, the avi video has 24 frames per second, that is every two pictures are at intervals of 1/24 sec. In the navigation vehicle which velocity is 100cm / s, we take a real-time data analysis every 0.5 seconds:
In Table 1 , from e1 to e4 indicates the velocity parameter error of the above four experiments(1), (2), (3) and (4) .
Experimental data show: Pyramid LK optical flow algorithm and distortion correction, or a combination with the Kalman filter can significantly improve the velocity error, pyramid LK optical flow algorithm + distortion correction + Kalman filter can obtain the minimal error of velocity. 
Conclusions
This paper presents a pyramid LK optical flow algorithm + Kalman filter + distortion correction velocity parameter acquisition methods for visual navigation. Theoretically, this method aims at the main error sources of pyramid LK optical flow algorithm, designs distortion correction and Kalman filter method, has a strong feasibility. Through a series of comparative experiments, this method reduces the error rate by more than 90%, improves the accuracy of the velocity parameter significantly.
